
Intercoms provided by Audi Club SoCal will be issued for use only by a single individual during an event. 

Units will be disinfected after each event using Dr. Blue’s protocols in the article referenced below.  

Additional suggestions from the article are provided as a start for those drivers wishing to disinfect 

their own automobile interiors and personal intercoms used for lead/follow instruction. Owners should 

always follow their automobile manufacturer’s specific instructions to avoid damage to expensive touch 

screens and other sensitive interior surfaces.  

Disinfecting your airplane  
Experts explain the correct way to clean avionics, instrument panels, and personal devices  
AOPA Pilot, February 1, 2021 

Dr. Brent Blue, an FAA senior aviation medical examiner, and airline transport pilot … said … it’s 
important to wipe down the aircraft’s interior surfaces, “including headsets and mics. If they have a 
foam mic cover, it should be taken off the mic and rinsed in a 10-percent Clorox solution and dried 
thoroughly before reinstalling.” He also reminded pilots to clean the underlying microphone with a 
disinfectant wipe, and any touch screens, as well. …  

Garmin’s Joey Ferreyra… , said “using the wrong cleaner can be bad news for avionics.” The company 
published a service advisory that informs pilots how to clean and disinfect touch screens and function 
knobs on panel-mounted avionics, with specific guidance about reducing the spread of disease while 
preserving the integrity of the avionics devices. 

To begin with, aircraft owners and pilots should use a lint-free cloth instead of paper products—which 
can mar surface displays—and a cleaner that is specified “safe for anti-reflective coatings.” 

Garmin and other avionics companies advise pilots to avoid ammonia-based cleaners because the 
chemical will harm the anti-reflective coatings on aviation display screens. [Many aircraft radios have] 
a special anti-reflective coating … that is “very sensitive to skin oils, waxes, and abrasive cleaners. 
Cleaners containing ammonia will harm the anti-reflective coating,” the company said. 

Disinfecting solutions of 70-percent isopropyl alcohol are acceptable and provide the “best 

combination of bactericidal effectiveness and equipment safety,” as long as they don’t contain 

ammonia. The surface must remain wet for at least 30 seconds, Garmin said. … The company reminded 

pilots that “many aviation products are not rated as waterproof. Spraying or wetting the units to the 

extent where moisture could go beyond the exterior surfaces could damage the unit.” Garmin does not 

recommend bleach-based cleaners or other harsh chemicals. … 

MyGoFlight’s Dominic “Nic” Martinez … advised pilots to “wipe down all [cockpit] surface areas with a 

disinfecting cleaner like Clorox wipes prior to and just after entering the cockpit and spend particular 

attention to areas you will touch often.” Tablets, phones, and avionics mounts also should be cleaned 

prior to handling. Martinez said travel-sized disinfectant wipes for this purpose are convenient, 

effective, and easy to dispose of, but “don’t forget to bring a trash bag to dispose of the wipes you may 

have used … .”  


